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This paper presents a novel formulation and analytical solutions for adhesively bonded
composite single lap joints by taking into account the transverse shear deformation and
large deﬂection in adherends. On the basis of geometrically nonlinear analysis for inﬁnites-
imal elements of adherends and adhesive, the equilibrium equations of adherends are for-
mulated. By using the Timoshenko beam theory, the governing differential equations are
expressed in terms of the adherend displacements and then analytically solved for the
force boundary conditions prescribed at both overlap ends. The obtained solutions are
applied to single lap joints, whose adherends can be isotropic adherends or composite lam-
inates with symmetrical lay-ups. A new formula for adhesive peel stress is obtained, and it
can accurately predict peel stress in the bondline. The closed-form analytical solutions are
then simpliﬁed for the purpose of practical applications, and a new simple expression for
the edge moment factor is developed. The numerical results predicted by the present full
and simpliﬁed solutions are compared with those calculated by geometrically nonlinear
ﬁnite element analysis using MSC/NASTRAN. The agreement noted validates the present
novel formulation and solutions for adhesively bonded composite joints. The simpliﬁed
shear and peel stresses at the overlap ends are used to derive energy release rates. The
present predictions for the failure load of single lap joints are compared with those avail-
able in the literature.
 2008 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
Adhesive bonding technology has been widely used for many decades in various sectors of industry, for example, in mod-
ern aircraft structures of aerospace industry (Higgins, 2000). More importantly, it can be used to effectively join similar and
dissimilar materials to form load-bearing engineering structural joints (Adams et al., 1997; Tong and Steven, 1999). Adhesive
bonding can be particularly effective when used to join thin metallic and/or laminated composite sheets in the context of
efﬁciently transferring load from one substrate to another. To efﬁciently use an adhesive joint in practice, it is important
to predict its stresses and strength accurately. Adhesive joints with representative or simple conﬁgurations have been used
as standard test methods and thus widely investigated. Single lap joint (SLJ), with metallic or composite adherends (Adams,
1989), is probably the simplest conﬁguration that has been substantially studied by using analytical, numerical and exper-
imental approaches.
It is well known that analytical analysis is an important means to identify effective critical parameters, and thus closed-
form solutions, particularly simple explicit ones, are valuable in the preliminary design stage. Therefore, considerable efforts
have been devoted to theoretical and analytical analysis of adhesively bonded joints. For a SLJ in tension as deﬁned in many. All rights reserved.
x: +61 2 93514841.
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shear lag model, in which it was assumed that adhesive layer experiences only shear straining and adherends only undergo
longitudinal deformation.
Goland and Reissner (1944) made a signiﬁcant contribution by taking into account the adherend bending and adhesive
peeling effects as well as adherend’s large deﬂection in a two-step and decoupled approach. Their work has been widely used
and evaluated experimentally and numerically by many investigators. There are also several attempts to extend or advance
their work by including more factors. One of the most noticeable works is the investigation of Hart-Smith (1973), who con-
sidered the coupling effects of adhesive strains with the overall deformation of the SLJ. Oplinger (1994) attempted to im-
prove the solution of Hart-Smith (1973) by considering large deﬂection of the overlap coupled with the adhesive shear
stress. Jalali and Taheri (1998), Tsai et al. (1998), Frostig et al. (1999), Mortensen and Thomsen (2002), Yang et al. (2004)
and Zou et al. (2004) have also made contributions to theoretical analysis for adhesively bonded joints. It is noted from
the above literatures that, the Euler beam theory has been widely used to model adherends and the case of coupling the peel
strain with large overlap deﬂections has not been considered.
Harris and Adams (1984) investigated the strength of bonded SLJs using nonlinear ﬁnite element analysis (NFEA). They
indicated a small discrepancy in adhesive shear stress distribution calculated using the classical closed-form solutions
and the ﬁnite element analysis (averaged across adhesive thickness), and large differences in the peel stress as well as
the edge moment. The difﬁculty in obtaining accurate closed-form solutions may be due to geometrical nonlinearity
and stress singularity of the adhesively bonded joints such as SLJs and lap shears. Therefore, numerical methods such
as NFEA have been widely used (e.g., Carpenter, 1980; Dattaguru et al., 1984; Pickett and Hollaway, 1985; Reddy and
Roy, 1988; Tsai and Morton, 1994; Broughton and Hinopulos, 1999; Li et al., 2001; Osnes and Andersen, 2003 and Taib
et al., 2006).
Recently, Luo and Tong (2007) presented accurate closed-form solutions that predict accurate edge moment and adhesive
stresses for an isotropic SLJ. When the proposed method was directly extended to adhesively bonded composite single lap
joints (CSLJ), as compared to the NFEA results, small differences can be noted in the edge moment and adhesive shear stress
distributions (see the numerical results in Section 4 of this paper). However, the problem of relatively large difference in peel
stress was not resolved. Tsai et al. (1998) indicated that the factors such as the inherent material heterogeneity, residual
stresses, free-edge effects and relatively low transverse strength and shear stiffness impose great complexity to adhesively
bonded composite structures.
In this paper, the Timoshenko beam theory is used to model the transverse shear stiffness of both composite adherends.
The adherend’s large deﬂections in the overlap are also considered in the determination of adhesive shear and peel stresses,
and fully coupled analytical solutions were obtained. In addition, a new expression of peel stress is also derived. A compar-
ison with the results of NFEA validates the present novel formula for the peel stress and the present analytical solutions. It
also reveals that the simpliﬁed formula for the edge moment factor can be accurately applied to CSLJs.
This paper is organized into ﬁve sections and two appendices. In Section 2.1, the equilibrium equations of adherends are
derived based on a geometrically nonlinear analysis. By employing the Timoshenko beam theory, the governing equations
are derived in Section 2.2 and analytically solved in Section 2.3 for the prescribed force boundary conditions. In Section
3.1, analytical solutions are applied to CSLJs and their simpliﬁcations are given in Section 3.2. In Section 4, numerical results
of a geometrically NFEA using MSC/NASTRAN are presented and compared with the present closed-form full and simpliﬁed
solutions. The failure load predictions for SLJs using the present simpliﬁed formulations of energy release rate are discussed
in Section 4.3. Conclusion is drawn in Section 5. The formulation details are presented in the two Appendices.c c l
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Fig. 1. Coordinate systems and force deﬁnitions of a single lap joint.
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2.1. Equilibrium equations derived from a geometrically nonlinear analysis
To derive the equilibrium equations, let us introduce the following transformation variables:2us ¼ u2 þ u1; 2ws ¼ w2 w1; 2/s ¼ /2  /1;
2ua ¼ u2  u1; 2wa ¼ w2 þw1; 2/a ¼ /2 þ /1;
2Ns ¼ N2 þ N1; 2Q s ¼ Q2  Q1; 2Ms ¼ M2 M1; 2V s ¼ V2  V1;
2Na ¼ N2  N1; 2Qa ¼ Q2 þ Q1; 2Ma ¼ M2 þM1; 2Va ¼ V2 þ V1;
ð1Þwhere V is the shear force in the deformed cross-section of adherends, and the other force components are depicted in
Fig. 2(a). The displacements in Eq. (1) have the normal meanings as used in the Timoshenko beam theory. Subscripts 1
and 2 refer to adherends 1 and 2, and subscripts ‘‘s” and ‘‘a” indicate the symmetrical and anti-symmetrical cases.
The equilibrium equations for the inﬁnitesimal elements shown in Fig. 2(a) aredN1
dx
þ s ¼ 0; dQ1
dx
þ rþ s/1 ¼ 0;
dM1
dx
þ t1
2
s Q1 ¼ N1/1;
dN2
dx
 s ¼ 0; dQ2
dx
 r s/2 ¼ 0;
dM2
dx
þ t1
2
s Q2 ¼ N2/2;
ð2Þwhere t1 is the adherend thickness; s and r are the shear and peel stresses. Eq. (2) is derived based on Fig. 2(a). It should be
pointed out that, in Fig. 2(a), large deﬂections and rotations are modeled but the large longitudinal extension is ignored as it
is generally considered to be much smaller than the deﬂection in beam-like structures. This is a simpliﬁed nonlinear analysis
approach that has been substantially veriﬁed and well accepted (Reddy, 2004).
By using the transformation variables deﬁned in Eq. (1), the equilibrium equations can be rewritten asdNs
dx
¼ 0; dQ s
dx
 r s/a ¼ 0;
dMs
dx
 Q s ¼ Ns/s  Na/a;
dNa
dx
 s ¼ 0; dQ a
dx
 s/s ¼ 0;
dMa
dx
þ t1
2
s Q a ¼ Ns/a  Na/s:
ð3ÞDifferentiating the 3rd and 6th equations in Eq. (3), into which substituting the relations of the 1st, 2nd, 4th and 5th equa-
tions in Eq. (3), we haveM1
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Fig. 2. (a) Free body diagrams for the geometrically nonlinear analysis. (b) Force components at the overlap edges.
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dx2
 r ¼ Ns d/sdx  Na
d/a
dx
d2Ma
dx2
þ t1
2
ds
dx
¼ Ns d/adx  Na
d/s
dx
:
ð4ÞIn Eq. (4), ðNa/0aÞ; ðNa/0sÞ; ðNs/0sÞ and ðNs/0aÞ are nonlinear terms. All these four nonlinear terms were neglected in the linear
overlap model proposed by Goland and Reissner (1944), which has been widely used in the past six decades or so. Oplinger
(1994) attempted to enhance the Goland and Reissner’s model by including one nonlinear term ðNs/0aÞ and neglecting the
other three nonlinear terms. It is evidently difﬁcult to obtain closed-form solutions by taking into account all the four non-
linear terms. Fortunately, Ns ¼ F=2 is constant when the applied load F is given as shown in Fig. 1, the nonlinear terms
ðNs/0sÞ and ðNs/0aÞ become linear ones in the context of solving the differential equations while the terms
ðNa/0aÞ and ðNa/0sÞ remain nonlinear. The closed-form analytical solutions become admissible when only the terms
ðNs/0sÞ and ðNs/0aÞ are retained to reﬂect partially the effect of large deﬂections whereas the other two nonlinear terms
ðNa/0aÞ and ðNa/0sÞ are neglected. The detailed discussion on the linear and nonlinear overlaps can be referred to Tsai and
Morton (1994). Therefore, the equilibrium equations with two nonlinear terms ðNs/0sÞ and ðNs/0aÞ can be written asdNs
dx
¼ 0; d
2Ms
dx2
 r ¼ Ns d/sdx ; ð5Þ
dNa
dx
 s ¼ 0; d
2Ma
dx2
þ t1
2
ds
dx
¼ Ns d/adx : ð6ÞIn deriving Eqs. (5) and (6), the nonlinear term ðNs/0sÞ is included as an additional one compared to Oplinger’s model. To
understand the inﬂuence of doing this, as an illustrative example, Figs. 3(a)–(d) compare the results of the axial forces, bend-
ing moments as well as the nonlinear terms ðNa/0aÞ; ðNa/0sÞ; ðNs/0sÞ and ðNs/0aÞ predicted using the present closed-form solu-
tions and the geometrically NFEA (Details can be found in Section 4.1). As shown in Fig. 3, it is evident that there exists a
good correlation between the present closed-form solutions with incomplete nonlinear terms and the NFEA results. How-
ever, as shown in Figs. 3(c) and (d), it is also important to note that j Na/0a j>j Ns/0s j and j Ns/0a j>j Na/0s j for nearly 95%
of the overlap measured from its centre and j Na/0a j<j Ns/0s j and j Ns/0a j<j Na/0s j for approximately 5% of the overlap near
both adhesive ends. This example illustrates that the neglected terms ðNa/0aÞ and ðNa/0sÞare not necessarily smaller than the
retained terms ðNs/0sÞ and ðNs/0aÞ along the entire overlap. Nevertheless, the good correlation between the present closed-
from solutions and the NFEA results indicates that retaining only the terms ðNs/0sÞ and ðNs/0aÞ and neglecting the terms
ðNa/0aÞ and ðNa/0sÞ can capture the critical features of the geometric-nonlinearity of the SLJs subjected to an eccentric loading,
and most importantly closed-from solutions are admissible when the Ns is a constant, which is true for the considered SLJ in
tension.
2.2. Governing equations
When two identical adherends are considered and the Timoshenko beam theory is applied to adherends 1 and 2, the con-
stitutive relations are given byNi ¼ Ad1 duidx ; Qi ¼ Gk1
dwi
dx
 /i
 
; Mi ¼ D1 d/idx ði ¼ s; a;1;2Þ: ð7ÞIn Eq. (7), Ad1; Gk1 and D1 are the extensional, shear and bending stiffness of adherends 1 and 2. When the adhesive model
with shear and peel stiffness is employed, the shear and peel stresses can be written as (Goland and Reissner, 1944; Luo and
Tong, 2007)s ¼ Ga
ta
ðu2  u1Þ þ t12 ð/2 þ /1Þ
 
¼ 2Ga
ta
ua þ t12 /a
 
; r ¼ Ea
ta
ðw2 w1Þ ¼ 2Eata ws; ð8Þwhere Ea and Ga are Young’s and shear moduli of adhesive, and ta is adhesive thickness. It is worth noting that, in Eq. (8), the
widely used adhesive model may be deemed as a two-parameter elastic foundation as the extensional deformation is ig-
nored. It is important to note that the adhesive model is not capable of capturing the feature of stress singularity near
the square-edged adhesive-adherend corner (see points A and B in Fig. 1), for which a highly localized elasticity solution
is to be developed and combined with the global solution based on the adhesive model. It is also worth noting that, in most
practical cases, spew ﬁllets of complex shape exist at both ends of an adhesive layer in quality bonding, which makes the
issue even further complicated (Adams et al., 1997; Tong and Steven, 1999).
It is worth noting that the plane stress state and the unit width of the adhesive joint are assumed in the above formula-
tion. If adherends are composite laminates, the symmetrical lay-ups are also assumed in Eq. (7). The formulations can be
applied to the plane strain state by modifying relevant material constants.
To obtain the governing equations in terms of adherend displacements, we need to derive the relations between cross-
section rotations and deﬂection derivatives. By substituting the deﬁnition of transverse shear forces in the 2nd equation
of Eq. (7) into the 2nd and 5th equations in Eq. (3), and noting the 2nd equation in Eq. (8), we have
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dx
¼ d
2w1
dx2
þ 2Ea
Gk1ta
ws þ 2GaGk1ta ua þ
t1
2
/a
 
dw1
dx
;
d/2
dx
¼ d
2w2
dx2
 2Ea
Gk1ta
ws  2GaGk1ta ua þ
t1
2
/a
 
dw2
dx
:
ð9ÞBy neglecting the nonlinear terms ðuaw01Þ; ðuaw02Þ; ð/aw01Þ and ð/aw02Þ and using transformation variables in Eq. (1), Eq. (9)
becomesd/s
dx
¼ d
2ws
dx2
 2Ea
Gk1ta
ws;
d/a
dx
¼ d
2wa
dx2
: ð10Þ
The governing differential equations based on the Timoshenko beam theory for adhesive joints with large deﬂections are
then derived from Eqs. (5) and (6) by using Eqs. (7), (8) and (10):d2us
dx2
¼ 0;
d4ws
dx4
 4b2ng
d2ws
dx2
þ 4b4nrws ¼ 0;
ð11Þ
d3ua
dx3
 b
2
s
4
dua
dx
þ t1
2
d2wa
dx2
 !
¼ 0;
d4wa
dx4
 Ad1t1b
2
s
8D1
dua
dx
þ t1
2
d2wa
dx2
 !
 b
2
k
2
d2wa
dx2
¼ 0;
ð12Þwhereb2ng ¼ b2g þ
b2k
8
 !
; b4nr ¼ b4r þ
b2kb
2
g
2
 !
;
bg ¼
1
2

ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2Ea
Gk1ta
s
; br ¼
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
2

ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2Ea
D1ta
4
s
; bs ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
8Ga
Ad1ta
s
; bk ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2Ns
D1
s
:
ð13ÞEqs. (11) and (12) have been decoupled into the symmetrical and anti-symmetrical cases, and their solutions are admissible
for a given axial force at the overlap ends.
Eqs. (11) and (12) are the governing differential equations, which are derived by assuming small strains, small extensions,
moderate rotations and large deﬂections in both adherends. Because the simpliﬁed curvature is used in beam theories and
the terms ðNa/0aÞ and ðNa/0sÞ are neglected in the present formulation, the rotations are moderate ones.
2.3. Analytical solutions of the overlap displacements
Solutions to Eq. (11) depend onD ¼ b4ng  b4nr ¼ b4g  b4r 
b2gb
2
k
4
þ b
4
k
64
: ð14ÞFrom the deﬁnitions of bng and bnr in Eq. (13), D can be larger than, equal to or less than zero. For the adhesive joints with
isotropic adherends, when the adherend thickness is thin and the adhesive modulus is low, D < 0; when D > 0, it is corre-
sponding to the case of thick adherends and/or high adhesive modulus. For the adhesively bonded composite laminate joints,
D is normally larger than zero due to relatively lower shear stiffness.
When D < 0, the solutions areus ¼ As1xþ As2;
ws ¼ ðBs1 sinh bs1xþ Bs2 coshbs1xÞ sinbs2xþ ðBs3 sinhbs1xþ Bs4 cosh bs1xÞ cos bs2x;
ð15aÞwherebs1 ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
b2nr þ b2ng
q
; bs2 ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
b2nr  b2ng
q
: ð16aÞWhen D > 0, the solutions becomeus ¼ As1xþ As2;
ws ¼ Bs1 sinhbs1xþ Bs2 coshbs1xþ Bs3 sinh bs2xþ Bs4 coshbs2x;
ð15bÞwherebs1 ¼
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
b2ng þ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
b4ng  b4nr
qr
; bs2 ¼
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
b2ng 
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
b4ng  b4nr
qr
: ð16bÞ
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whose solutions can be obtained by utilizing Eq. (15a) or (15b) and letting D approach zero.
It is particularly interesting to note that the adhesive peel stress given by Eqs. (8) and (15b) is used for adhesive composite
joints in most cases. This may be an explanation why the peel stress predicted using the conventional closed-form solutions
for composite joints is not accurate.
Solutions to Eq. (12) areua ¼ Aa1 sinhba1xþ Aa2 coshba1xþ Aa3 sinhba2xþ Aa4 coshba2xþ Aa5x2 þ Aa6xþ Aa7;
wa ¼ Ba1 sinhba1xþ Ba2 coshba1xþ Ba3 sinh ba2xþ Ba4 coshba1xþ Ba5x2 þ Ba6xþ Ba7;
ð17Þwhere Aai and Bai ði ¼ 1;2; . . . ;7Þ are the integration constants; and the eigenvalues are given byb2a1 ¼
1
2
aab2s þ
b2k
2
þ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
a2ab
4
s þ aa 
1
2
 
b2sb
2
k þ
b4k
4
s2
4
3
5;
b2a2 ¼
1
2
aab2s þ
b2k
2

ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
a2ab
4
s þ aa 
1
2
 
b2sb
2
k þ
b4k
4
s2
4
3
5;
ð18Þwhereaa ¼ 14 ð1þ akÞ; ak ¼
Ad1t21
4D1
: ð19ÞThe integration constants in Eq. (17) are not independent. By substituting Eq. (17) into Eqs. (12) and (6), the following rela-
tionships can be found:Aa1 ¼ Ka1Ba2; Aa2 ¼ Ka1Ba1; Aa3 ¼ Ka2Ba4; Aa4 ¼ Ka2Ba3; Aa7 ¼ t12
Q a
Gk1
 Ba6
 
; ð20ÞwhereKa1 ¼ ba1Ka10 ¼
t1ba1b
2
s
2ð4b2a1  b2sÞ
; Ka2 ¼ ba2Ka20 ¼
t1ba2b
2
s
2ð4b2a2  b2sÞ
: ð21ÞIn fact, the last relationship in Eq. (20) can be obtained by substituting Eq. (12) into the following equation:d2ua
dx2
 b
2
s
4
ua þ t12
d2wa
dx2
 Q a
Gk1
 !" #
¼ 0: ð22ÞWhen Eq. (22) is used to replace the 1st equation in Eq. (12), it is one order lower and is an inhomogeneous differential equa-
tion. The inhomogeneous differential equation can also be solved when Qa is a constant, but the present formulation is more
concise.
When the force boundary conditions are prescribed, ﬁve out of six integration constants in Eq. (15a) or (15b), and 12 out
of 14 integration constants in Eq. (17) can be determined.
By referring to Fig. 1(b), the prescribed force boundary conditions are given byNiðcÞ ¼ Nik; MiðcÞ ¼ Mik; QiðcÞ ¼ Qik ði ¼ s; a; k ¼ I; IIÞ: ð23Þ
To express the boundary condition using displacements, we need to consider the constitutive and equilibrium equations. The
3rd column of Eq. (3) can be written asd2/s
dx2
¼ ðQ s  Ns/sÞ  Na/a
D1
;
d2/a
dx2
 t1
2D1
s ¼ ðQ a  Ns/aÞ  Na/s
D1
:
ð24ÞOnce again neglecting the higher order terms ðNa/sÞ and ðNa/aÞ, and utilizing the 4th equation in Eq. (3) and the ﬁrst equa-
tion in Eq. (7), we haved2/s
dx2
¼ ðQ s  Ns/sÞ
D1
;
d2/a
dx2
 t1Ad1
2D1
d2ua
dx2
¼ ðQ a  Ns/aÞ
D1
:
ð25Þ
5920 Q. Luo, L. Tong / International Journal of Solids and Structures 45 (2008) 5914–5935By utilizing Eq. (25) and by taking into account the relationships of shear forces V and Q (Reddy, 2004), boundary conditions
for the shear force can be obtained; by noting Eqs. (7) and (10), boundary conditions for the axial force and bending moment
can also be obtained. Therefore, the boundary conditions expressed in displacements arex ¼ c : dusk
dx
¼ Nsk
Ad1
;
d2wsk
dx2
 4b2gwsk ¼ 
Msk
D1
;
d3wsk
dx3
 4b2g
dwsk
dx
¼ Vsk
D1
duak
dx
¼ Nak
Ad1
;
d2wak
dx2
¼ Mak
D1
;
d3wak
dx3
 t1Ad1
2D1
d2uak
dx2
¼ Vak
D1
ðk ¼ I; IIÞ: ð26ÞSubstituting Eqs. (15a), (15b) and (17) into Eq. (26), respectively, we can obtain the linear algebraic equations that can be
used to determine the integration constants, as detailed in Appendix A.
For the symmetrical case, the integration constants areAs1 ¼ NsIAd1 : ð27Þ
For the case of ðD < 0Þ, we haveBs1 ¼ a22M
þ
s  a12Vs
Da
; Bs4 ¼ a21M
þ
s þ a11Vs
Da
;
Bs2 ¼ b22M

s  b12Vþs
Db
; Bs3 ¼ b21M

s þ b11Vþs
Db
;
ð28aÞwherea11 ¼ ðb2s1  b2s2  4b2gÞ sinhbs1c sin bs2c þ 2bs1bs2 coshbs1c cosbs2c;
a12 ¼ ðb2s1  b2s2  4b2gÞ coshbs1c cosbs2c  2bs1bs2 sinhbs1c sinbs2c;
a21 ¼ bs1ðb2s1  3b2s2  4b2gÞ coshbs1c sin bs2c  bs2ðb2s2  3b2s1 þ 4b2gÞ sinh bs1c cosbs2c;
a22 ¼ bs1ðb2s1  3b2s2  4b2gÞ sinhbs1c cos bs2c þ bs2ðb2s2  3b2s1 þ 4b2gÞ cosh bs1c sin bs2c
Da ¼ a11a22  a12a21;
ð29aÞ
b11 ¼ ðb2s1  b2s2  4b2gÞ coshbs1c sinbs2c þ 2bs1bs2 sinh bs1c cos bs2c;
b12 ¼ ðb2s1  b2s2  4b2gÞ sinhbs1c cosbs2c  2bs1bs2 coshbs1c sin bs2c;
b21 ¼ bs1ðb2s1  3b2s2  4b2gÞ sinhbs1c sinbs2c  bs2ðb2s2  3b2s1 þ 4b2gÞ coshbs1c cos bs2c;
b22 ¼ bs1ðb2s1  3b2s2  4b2gÞ coshbs1c cosbs2c þ bs2ðb2s2  3b2s1 þ 4b2gÞ sinhbs1c sin bs2c;
Db ¼ b11b22  b12b21;
ð30aÞ
Mþs ¼ 
MsII þMsI
2D1
; Vs ¼ 
V sII  V sI
2D1
; Ms ¼ 
MsII MsI
2D1
; Vþs ¼ 
V sII þ V sI
2D1
: ð31Þ
For the case of ðD > 0Þ, we haveBs2 ¼ a22M
þ
s  a12Vs
Da
; Bs4 ¼ a21M
þ
s þ a11Vs
Da
;
Bs1 ¼ b22M

s  b12Vþs
Db
; Bs3 ¼ b21M

s þ b11Vþs
Db
;
ð28bÞwherea11 ¼ ðb2s1  4b2gÞ coshbs1c; a12 ¼ ðb2s2  4b2gÞ coshbs2c;
a21 ¼ bs1ðb2s1  4b2gÞ sinh bs1c; a22 ¼ bðs2b2s2  4b2gÞ sinhbs2c;
Da ¼ a11a22  a12a21;
ð29bÞ
b11 ¼ ðb2s1  4b2gÞ sinh bs1c; b12 ¼ ðb2s2  4b2gÞ sinhbs2c;
b21 ¼ bs1ðb2s1  4b2gÞ coshbs1c; b22 ¼ bðs2b2s2  4b2gÞ coshbs2c;
Db ¼ b11b22  b12b21:
ð30bÞFor the anti-symmetrical case, the integration constants areAa5 ¼ Aa6 ¼ Ba5 ¼ 0;
Ba2 ¼ N
þ
a þ Ka20Mþa
b2a1ðKa10  Ka20Þ coshba1c
; Ba4 ¼ N
þ
a þ Ka10Mþa
b2a2ðKa20  Ka10Þ cosh ba2c
;
Ba1 ¼ N

a þ Ka20Ma
b2a1ðKa10  Ka20Þ sinhba1c
; Ba3 ¼ N

a þ Ka10Ma
b2a2ðKa20  Ka10Þ sinhba2c
;
ð32Þ
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NaII þ NaI
2Ad1
; Na ¼
NaII  NaI
2Ad1
; Mþa ¼
MaII þMaI
2D1
; Ma ¼
MaII MaI
2D1
: ð33ÞThe other ﬁve integration constants are given in Eq. (20).
It is noted that Q a and Ns are constants in the present formulation because the continuous spring model for adhesive is
employed. In this model, normal stresses in the cross-section of the adhesive layer are not accounted. In fact, there are shear
and normal forces in the cross-section of the adhesive (Luo and Tong, 2004), but they are very small compared to Q a and Ns.
The accuracy of a spring adhesive model has been substantially testiﬁed for the thin adhesive layer with a low Young’s mod-
ulus. For the relatively thick adhesive layer, the linear and higher order adhesive models may be combined with the present
formulation, which needs to be further studied.
It should be pointed out that, small axial strains and small curvatures are assumed in Eqs. (5) and (6) because of neglect-
ing the nonlinear terms ðua/0aÞ and ðua/0sÞ. As the nonlinear terms ðua/aÞ and ðua/sÞ are further omitted in Eqs. (11) and (12),
small extensions and rotations are also required. Nevertheless, large deﬂections of adherends 1 and 2 in the overlap part
have been properly modeled and well coupled with the shear and peel stresses in all differential equations. Accurate numer-
ical results show that the present analytical solutions based on the Timoshenko beam theory can capture the essential non-
linear features of the adhesive joints.
Using the force boundary conditions, the integration constants As1;Aa7 (or Ba6) and Ba7 cannot be determined because they
do not appear in the force boundary conditions. They should be determined using displacement boundary conditions or con-
tinuity conditions.
3. Analytical solutions for composite SLJs and their simpliﬁcations
In this section, we apply analytical solutions of the adhesive joints in the previous section to adhesive composite SLJs
which have been widely used in engineering. A CSLJ is schematically shown in Fig. 1.
3.1. Analytical solutions for adhesive composite SLJs
In Section 2, analytical solutions of adhesive joints with large deﬂections are derived for the prescribed force boundary
conditions. To have solutions of CSLJs, we need to study the outer adherend. The solving procedure for the outer adherend
displacements is similar to that present by Luo and Tong (2007) for the isotropic SLJ and thus presented in Section B.1 of
Appendix B to have a concise form of this paper. Force components of the overlap for the CSLJ can also be found using
the same way as that of Luo and Tong (2007), which are given in Eq. (B3). By utilizing the force boundary conditions shown
in Eq. (B3), the following integrations are found.
Symmetrical case:As2 ¼ 0; As1 ¼ F2Ad1 ; Bs2 ¼ 0; Bs3 ¼ 0;
Bs1 ¼ Mkða22 þ a12bk coth bklÞ2D1Da ; Bs4 ¼ 
Mkða21 þ a11bk cothbklÞ
2D1Da
:
ð34ÞIn Eq. (34), ði; j ¼ 1;2Þ and Da are given in Eq. (29a) for a case of ðD < 0Þ or in Eq. (29b) for ðD > 0Þ.
Anti-symmetrical case:Aa5 ¼ Aa6 ¼ 0; Aa1 ¼ Aa3 ¼ 0; Aa2 ¼ Ka1Ba1; Aa4 ¼ Ka2Ba3; Aa7 ¼ t12
aF
Gk1
 Ba6
 
;
Ba2 ¼ Ba4 ¼ Ba5 ¼ Ba7 ¼ 0;
Ba1 ¼ F=Ad1  Ka20Mk=D1
2b2a1ðKa10  Ka20Þ sinh ba1c
; Ba3 ¼ F=Ad1  Ka10Mk=D1
2b2a2ðKa20  Ka10Þ sinh ba2c
;
ð35Þwhere, Ka10 and Ka20 are shown in Eq. (21). The formulations of Eqs. (34) and (35) are presented in Section B.2, Appendix B.
The unknowns uo1; Ba6 and Mk have not been determined, whose solutions should be found by the continuity conditions
at cross-sections I or II, which are shown in Eqs. (B7a) and (B7b). Solving Eqs. (B7a) and (B7b), we haveuo1 ¼  F2
2lþ c
Ad1
þ t1a
2Gk1
 
 Ba1Ka1 coshba1c  Ba3Ka2 cosh ba2c þ
t1
2
Ba6; ð36Þ
Ba6 ¼ Mk  laFcF 
1
c
ðBa1 sinhba1c þ Ba3 sinhba2c þ Bs1 sinh bs1c sinbs2c þ Bs4 coshbs1c cos bs2cÞ; D < 0; ð37aÞ
Ba6 ¼ Mk  laFcF 
1
c
ðBa1 sinhba1c þ Ba3 sinhba2c þ Bs2 cosh bs1c þ Bs4 coshbs2cÞ; D > 0; ð37bÞ
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 
; ð38Þwhere k is the edge moment factor, which are given byk ¼ 1þ ðbkcÞ
2aaF
1þ bkc cothbklþ ðbkcÞ2ðasM þ aaMÞ
: ð39ÞIn Eq. (39), variables aaF; aaM and asM are, respectively,aaF ¼ D1Ad1ðt1 þ taÞc2
ðsinhba1c  ba1c coshba1cÞ
b2a1ðKa10  Ka20Þ sinhba1c
þ ðsinh ba2c  ba2c cosh ba2cÞ
b2a2ðKa20  Ka10Þ sinh ba2c
" #
;
aaM ¼ 12c2
Ka20ðsinhba1c  ba1c coshba1cÞ
b2a1ðKa10  Ka20Þ sinhba1c
þ Ka10ðsinh ba2c  ba2c coshba2cÞ
b2a2ðKa20  Ka10Þ sinh ba2c
" #
:
ð40ÞWhen D < 0,asM ¼ ða21 þ a11bk coth bklÞDs2  ða22 þ a12bk cothbklÞDs12c2ða11a22  a12a21Þ ; ð41aÞwhere, aij ði; j ¼ 1;2Þ are shown in Eq. (29a); Ds1 and Ds2 are
Ds1 ¼ sinh bs1c sinbs2c  bs1c coshbs1c sin bs2c  bs2c sinh bs1c cos bs2c;
Ds2 ¼ cosh bs1c cos bs2c  bs1c sinhbs1c cosbs2c þ bs2c coshbs1c sin bs2c:
ð42aÞWhen D > 0,asM ¼ ða21 þ a11bk coth bklÞDs2  ða22 þ a12bk cothbklÞDs12c2ða11a22  a12a21Þ ; ð41bÞwhere aij ði; j ¼ 1;2Þ are shown in Eq. (29b). Ds1 and Ds2 are
Ds1 ¼ coshbs1c  bs1c sinhbs1c; Ds2 ¼ cosh bs2c  bs2c sinh bs2c: ð42bÞWhen the integration constants and the edge moment are known, the displacements of CSLJs can be obtained from Eqs.
(15a), (15b), (17) and (B1), which areus ¼ As1x; ð43Þ
ws ¼ Bs1 sinhbs1x sin bs2xþ Bs4 coshbs1x cos bs2x ðD < 0Þ; ð44aÞ
ws ¼ Bs2 coshbs1xþ Bs4 cosh bs2x ðD > 0Þ; ð44bÞ
ua ¼ Aa2 coshba1xþ Aa4 cosh ba2xþ Aa7;
wa ¼ Ba1 sinhba1xþ Ba3 sinhba2xþ Ba6x:
ð45ÞThe force components of any cross-section can be found from Eq. (7). The shear and peel stresses are obtained using Eqs. (8)–
(10) and the relationship of Aa7 and Ba6, which are given bys ¼ 2Ga
ta
Ka10 þ t12
 
ba1Ba1 coshba1xþ Ka20 þ
t1
2
 
ba2Ba3 coshba2x
 
; ð46Þ
r ¼ 2Ea
ta
ðBs1 sinh bs1x sinbs2xþ Bs4 cosh bs1x cos bs2xÞ ðD < 0Þ; ð47aÞ
r ¼ 2Ea
ta
ðBs2 cosh bs1xþ Bs4 coshbs2xÞ ðD > 0Þ: ð47bÞ3.2. Simpliﬁcation for the edge moment factor and the maximum shear and peel stresses
The edge moment factor is a key parameter for analyzing CSLJs. However, its formula given in Eq. (39) is rather complex.
In light of the formulation and derivations detailed in Appendix B, Section B.3, the edge moment factor can be simpliﬁed ask ¼
1þ ðbkcÞ2
aabscf ðba2cÞ  1
8a2abscð1þ ta=t1Þ
 
1þ ðbkcÞ coth bklþ ðbkcÞ2 asM þ
aabscf ðba2cÞ þ ak
8a2absc
  ; ð48Þ
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ba2c cothba2c  1
ðba2cÞ2
; ð49Þ
asM ¼ 2bs1c  1
4b2rc2
þ bk½ðb
2
r þ 2b2gÞ  c  bs1
4b4rc2 tanhbkl
when ðD < 0Þ ð50aÞ
asM ¼ ðbs1 þ bs2Þc  1
4b2rc2
þ bk½2ðb
2
r þ 2b2gÞ  c  ðbs1 þ bs2Þ
8b4rc2 tanh bkl
when ðD > 0Þ; ð50bÞwhere the constants br; bs; bk; bg ; bs1; bs2; ba1; ba2; aa and ak are given in Eqs. (13), (16), (18) and (19). The formula in Eq.
(49) was initially introduced in Luo and Tong (2007). It should be pointed out that Eqs. (50a) and (50b) are excellent approx-
imations. Eqs. (50a) and (50b) can be further simpliﬁed asasM ¼ bs1
2b2rc
when ðD < 0Þ; ð51aÞ
asM ¼ bs1 þ bs2
4b2rc
when ðD > 0Þ: ð51bÞAlthough further approximations are introduced in Eqs. (51a), (51b) and (B11), the edge moment factor shown in Eq. (48) has
a sufﬁcient accuracy in most cases for the SLJs with isotropic or composite adherends. In addition, Eqs. (51a) and (51b) are
consistent with the analytical solutions developed by using the Euler Beam theory (Luo and Tong, 2007).
The numerical comparison with the geometrically NFEA and parametric study of the present closed-form solutions as gi-
ven in Eq. (39) successfully validates Eq. (48).
Following the similar approximation process in Appendix B, Section B.4, the maximum peel and shear stresses can be sim-
pliﬁed asrmax ¼ t12 Fk1 1þ
bs1
b2r
 !
bk cothbkl
" #
b2r when D < 0; ð52aÞ
rmax ¼ t12 Fk1 1þ
bs1 þ bs2
2b2r
 !
bk coth bkl
" #
b2r when D > 0; ð52bÞ
smax ¼ F8aa ðakk1 þ 1 rkÞba1 cothba1c þ akð1 k1Þba2 coth ba2c½ ; ð53Þwherek1 ¼ 1þ tat1
 
k; rk ¼ bk2aabs
; ð54Þand the other constants br; bs; bk; bg ; bs1; bs2; ba1; ba2; aa and ak are given in Eqs. (13), (16), (18) and (19). In addition, the
adherends’ deﬂections can be simpliﬁed aswn1  wn2  wat1 ¼
1
t1
ðBa1 sinhba1xþ Ba3 sinh ba2xþ Ba6xÞ: ð55ÞIt is noted that Eq. (55) can be only used for deﬂection calculations but it should not be employed in the formulation process.
The details of simpliﬁcations for the edge moment factor, the maximum shear and peel stresses can be found in Appendix B,
Section B.4.
3.3. Energy release rates of SLJs and strength prediction
As fracture mechanics based failure criteria have been widely used to assess strength of adhesive joints, calculations of
energy release rates for adhesive joints are important. Energy release rates may be calculated using the singular-ﬁeld model
or the beam-adhesive model. Krenk (1992) indicated that energy release rates of the adhesive joint with symmetrical adh-
erends predicted by the two models are almost the same. When the beam-adhesive model is used, energy release rates may
be calculated using the J-integral with the mode partition (Papini et al., 1994) or the shear and peel stresses at the edge:GI ¼ ta2Ea r
2
max ¼
F2k21t
2
1
16D1
1þ bs1
b2r
 !
bk coth bkl
" #2
when D < 0; ð56aÞ
GI ¼ ta2Ea r
2
max ¼
F2k21t
2
1
16D1
1þ bs1 þ bs2
2b2r
 !
bk coth bkl
" #2
when D > 0; ð56bÞ
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2
max ¼
F2
16Ad1
ba
aabs
 2
ðakk1 þ 1 rkÞ coth ba1c þ akð1 k1Þ
ba2
ba1
 
cothba2c
 2
: ð57ÞIt is worth noting that the deﬁnitions of energy release rates GI ¼ ðrmaxÞ2ta=ð2EaÞ and GII ¼ ðsmaxÞ2ta=ð2GaÞ are only valid for
the beam-adhesive model, in which it is assumed that the adhesive is thin, and the shear and peel stresses are constant
through its thickness (Krenk, 1992). These deﬁnitions cannot be used in 2D elastic solutions, e.g., by using the maximum
adhesive stresses obtained in a 2D ﬁnite element analysis. This is because shear and peel stresses predicted by the 2D
FEA are not constant through the adhesive thickness, and the maximum adhesive stresses are mesh dependent due to the
singularity. When the 2D FEA is implemented, the energy release rates can be found using the virtual crack closure technique
(VCCT). It is also noted that the maximum shear and peel stresses predicted by the 2D FEA do not occur at the adhesive edges.
In Section 4.3, energy release rates will be calculated using Eqs. (56a), (56b) and (57). The predicted strength will be com-
pared with that of Papini et al. (1994), who calculated the energy release rates using the J-integral with the mode partition.
In Eqs. (56a), (56b) and (57), parameters br; bs; bk; bg ; bs1; bs2; ba1; ba2; aa; ak; k1 and rk are deﬁned in Eqs. (13), (16),
(18), (19) and (54). The above equations can be used to calculate the energy release rates and the results will be compared
with those of Papini et al. (1994).
4. Numerical results and discussion
For orthotropic materials in a plane strain state, the extensional, shear and bending stiffness of a beam with a thickness t1
can be written asAd1 ¼ E11t11 m13m31 ; Gk1 ¼
5
6
G13t1; D1 ¼ E11t
3
1
12ð1 m13m31Þ : ð58ÞFor composite laminates, stiffness calculations can be found in Vinson and Sierakowski (1986). The SLJs used in the present
numerical study are as follows:
The geometrical dimensions and parameters are t1 ¼ 1:6 mm; ta ¼ 0:2 mm; c=t1 ¼ 32 and l=c ¼ 1:25. The adhesive prop-
erties are Ea ¼ 2:4 GPa and ma ¼ 0:4. The material properties of the isotropic adherends are E ¼ 70 GPa and m ¼ 0:3. The
ply thickness of composite adherends is 0.2 mm and the ply material properties are E11 ¼ 138 GPa;
E22 ¼ E33 ¼ 9:4 GPa; m12 ¼ m13 ¼ m23 ¼ 0:32; G12 ¼ G13 ¼ 6:7 GPa; G23 ¼ 3:56 GPa. Two types of laminate lay-ups are consid-
ered: ½90=0=90=0s (referred to as C_0) and ½0=90=0=90s (referred to as C_90).
Geometrically nonlinear ﬁnite element computation was conducted using MSC/NASTRAN for both isotropic and compos-
ite SLJs subjected to tensile force F. The applied force F associated with ðbkc ¼ 9Þ is 811.3, 1039 and 526.7 (N/mm) for iso-
tropic, C_0 and C_90 SLJs, respectively. ‘‘QUAD4” elements are used to mesh both adherends and adhesive. In the regions
of ð0:7 6j n j6 1, where n ¼ x=cÞ, 16 elements are used through the adherend thickness and three elements are meshed
across the adhesive layer. The aspect ratio close to 1 is considered to conduct nonlinear computation effectively. 2D plane
strain NFEA computations were performed. For the composite laminates, the plane strain state can be deﬁned using the Bulk
Data Entry ‘‘MAT2” in MSC/NASTRAN.
On the basis of elastic theory, shear stress is zero at the adhesive edge and peel stress is singular at points A and B of Fig. 1.
It is also known that the peak shear stress occurs very close to the adhesive edges. Therefore, adhesive stresses (particularly
peel stress) very close to the adhesive edges predicted by the NFEA are mesh-dependent. When the distance of the element
center to the adhesive edge is larger than the adhesive thickness, the convergent stresses can be obtained. Tsai and Morton
(1994), and Andruet et al. (2001) discussed meshing schemes and convergent issues of the geometrically NFEA for SLJs. The
convergent analysis of the NFEA meshes for the present computation will be given in Section 4.2.
4.1. Nonlinear term comparisons, deﬂections of the overlap and edge moment factor
When integration constants Ba1 and Ba3 are determined, axial force Na can be found using Eqs. (7) and (45). Analytical
solutions of the axial forces Ns and Na areNs ¼ F2 ; Na ¼ Ad1 Ba1b
2
a1Ka10 sinhba1xþ Ba3b2a2Ka20 sinhba2x
 
: ð59ÞIn the NFEA, the axial forces Ns and Na are calculated byNs ¼ Ad1 dusdx ¼
Ad1ðex20 þ ex10Þ
2
; Na ¼ Ad1 duadx ¼
Ad1ðex20  ex10Þ
2
; ð60Þwhere e10 and e20 are normal strains in adherends 1 and 2. In the present computation, the normal strains at the element
center of the two rows near the axes of adherends 1 and 2 are averaged as e10 and e20, respectively.
When ws and wa are determined, the closed-form solutions for Ms and Ma are given byMs ¼ D1 d
2ws
dx2
 4b2gws
 !
; Ma ¼ D1ðBa1b2a1 sinhba1xþ Ba3b2a2 sinhba2xÞ: ð61Þ
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each adherend ﬁrst, and then determineMs and Ma using Eq. (1), and ﬁnally calculate /0s and /
0
a by using the 3rd equation in
Eq. (7).
For the isotropic SLJ with ðbkc ¼ 9Þ, the axial forces Ns and Na, bending moments Ms and Ma, and the nonlinear terms
ðNa/0aÞ; ðNa/0sÞ; ðNs/0sÞ and ðNs/0aÞ in Eq. (4) predicted by the present closed-from solutions and the NFEA are illustrated
in Figs. 3(a)–(d), in which all the curves are only given in the range of ð1 6 n 6 0Þ due to the symmetry. For the NFEA,
the data range is ð0:999 6 n 6 0:008Þ. It is shown in Fig. 3(a)–(d) (together with Figs. 4–7) that there exist a good agree-
ment between the present analytical solutions and the NFEA results. It is believed that the differences in the regions very
close to n ¼ 1 are due to the edge effects and the stress singularity at point A. It is noted that, although the present
closed-from solutions are incompletely nonlinear ones, they correlates very well with the NFEA. This example numerically
conﬁrms that it is reasonable to neglect the nonlinear terms ðNa/0aÞ and ðNa/0sÞ and to retain ðNs/0aÞ and ðNs/0sÞ in Eq. (4).
Fig. 4 depicts distributions of the non-dimensional deﬂection wn1 ð¼ w1=t1Þ for the isotropic SLJ with ðbkc ¼ 9Þ. It shows
that the numerical results predicted using the present solutions based on the Euler and Timoshenko beam theories are al-
most the same. At the end of n ¼ x=c ¼ 1, deﬂection wn1 predicted by the NFEA, the present solutions based on the Timo-
shenko and Euler beam theories is equal to 0.209 ðwn1 ¼ 0:209Þ, 0.212 and 0.210, respectively. In comparison with the
NFEA, the relative differences of the present solutions based on the Timoshenko and Euler bam theories are 1.44% and
0.48%, respectively.
Figs. 4 and 5 illustrate that the overlap deﬂections predicted by the present solutions based on the Euler and Timoshenko
beam theories correlate well with those predicted by the NFEA. Therefore, it is clear that Eqs. (5) and (6) are capable of cap-
turing the geometrical nonlinear characteristics of the adhesively bonded single-lap type joints.
Fig. 5 depicts the curves of the overlap deﬂections for the adhesively bonded composite SLJs with ðbkc ¼ 9Þ. For the C_0
SLJ, the errors in the deﬂections predicted by the present solutions based on the Timoshenko and Euler beam theories at
n ¼ x=c ¼ 1 are 1.41% and 3.76%, respectively; For the C_90 SLJ, the corresponding errors are 0.89% and 3.56%, as listed
in Table 1. This shows that the present solution using the Timoshenko beam theory is obviously better than that based
the Euler beam theory for composite SLJs.-500
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Fig. 3. (a) Axial forces Ns and Na of the isotropic SLJ with ðbkc ¼ 9Þ predicted by the present formulation and the NFEA. (b) Bending momentsMs and Ma of
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5926 Q. Luo, L. Tong / International Journal of Solids and Structures 45 (2008) 5914–5935Figs. 6 and 7 illustrate the edge moment factors of the CSLJs predicted by the NFEA and the present formulations based on
the Euler and Timoshenko beam theories, in which, (C_0) and (C_90) denote the composite laminates with 0 and 90 surface
ply, respectively. It can be seen from Figs. 6 and 7 that, the edge moment factors predicted by the present formulation based
on the Euler beam theory solutions are apparently larger than those of the NFEA, while the edge moment factors predicted by
the present formulation based on the Timoshenko beam theory correlate very well with those of the NFEA. As compared to
the NFEA, the relative differences of the edge moment factor at bkc ¼ 9 predicted by the present formulation based on the
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Fig. 7. Edge moment factor of the composite SLJ with the 90 surface ply predicted by the NFEA, the present Timoshenko beam and the Euler beam-based
formulations.
Table 1
Overlap deﬂection wn1 and edge moment factor k for composite single lap joints
wn1 Error (%) k Error (%)
C_0 SLJ
NFEA 0.213 0.177
Timoshenko 0.216 +1.41 0.171 3.39
Euler 0.205 3.76 0.191 +7.91
C_90 SLJ
NFEA 0.225 0.155
Timoshenko 0.223 0.89 0.159 +2.58
Euler 0.217 3.56 0.170 +9.68
Q. Luo, L. Tong / International Journal of Solids and Structures 45 (2008) 5914–5935 5927Euler beam theory are +7.91% and +9.68% for the CSLJs with the 0 and 90 surface ply, respectively, and those for the present
formulation based on the Timoshenko beam theory are 3.39% and +2.58%, respectively, see Table 1.
As the edge moment factor is a key parameter to analyze SLJs, it is important to validate the simpliﬁed formula given in
Eq. (48). Fig. 8 presents a comparison between the simpliﬁed and full formulas for the edge moment factor for the C_0 SLJ. In
Fig. 8, (F) and (S) represent the present full and simpliﬁed formulations. In the ﬁgure, four cases of R ¼ c=t1 ¼ 4;8;16 and 32,
and the corresponding l/c is 10, 5, 2.5 and 1.25 are considered. Parameter ðbkcÞ has been scaled to ðbkcÞn. For these four cases,
the maximum value of ðbkcÞ is 1.125, 2.25, 4.5 and 9, respectively. It is evident that there exists an excellent correlation be-
tween the present simpliﬁed and full formulas for the edge moment factor. When other material and geometry combinations
in practical engineering ranges are used, correlations similar to those in Fig. 8 can also be obtained. Hence, Eq. (48) is suf-
ﬁciently accurate for practical uses.0
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In the analytical analysis, a beam and a spring with shear and peel stiffness are used to model adherends and adhesive
respectively. The peek shear and peel stresses occur at the adhesive edges as this adhesive model cannot model stress sin-
gularity at points A and B. In the two-dimensional NFEA analysis, the peak shear stress occurs very close to the adhesive
edges but shear stress is zero at the edges, while peel stresses at point A and B of Fig. 1 are singular. Therefore, stress dis-
tributions predicted by the present closed-from solutions and the NFEA cannot be compared in the vicinity of the adhesive
edges.
Different mesh schemes should be employed to obtain the mesh independent stresses. In the present computation, 1, 3, 5,
7 and 9 elements in the regions of ð0:7 6j n j6 1Þwere used to model adhesive layer across its thickness. Fig. 9 illustrates the
distributions of both shear and peel stresses of the isotropic SLJ with ðbkc ¼ 9Þ predicted by the present analytical solutions
and the NFEA using the 3, 5 and 7 element meshing schemes. It can be seen that, the shear and peel stresses of the adhesive
center line in the region of ðj n j6 0:991Þ are almost the same for the 3 element meshing scheme. When the other ﬁne meshes
were used, similar results were also obtained in our computations. It may be deemed as that shear and peel stresses of the
adhesive center line predicted by the NFEA using three elements through the adhesive thickness in the regions of
ð0:7 6j n j6 1Þ are sufﬁciently accurate in the region of ðj n j6 0:991Þ. All other NFEA results presented in this paper were
obtained using this meshing scheme.
When j n j> 0:991 (or j x j> c  2:3ta), adhesive stresses are mesh dependent due to the singularity and the edge effects
for the considered SLJ. In Figs. 10–13, the stress distributions are plotted in the range of ð1 6 n 6 0:8Þ for the present ana-
lytical solutions and in the range of ð0:991 6 n 6 0:801Þ for the NFEA.
For adhesive joints with isotropic adherends, it was shown that there exists a good correlation between the adhesive
stresses predicted using the NFEA and closed-form solutions based on the Euler beam theory (Luo and Tong, 2007).-40
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Q. Luo, L. Tong / International Journal of Solids and Structures 45 (2008) 5914–5935 5929Fig. 10 illustrates there is also a good agreement between the converged NFEA results and the analytical solutions based on
the Timoshenko beam theory within 99% of the entire length of the overlap from its centre.
Figs. 11–13 depicts the adhesive shear and peel stress distributions for the composite SLJs for the C_0 and C_90 cases. The
shear stress distributions shown in Fig. 11 predicted by the present solutions based on the Timoshenko beam theory are
M1
M1+dM1
N1 x
Q1 N1+dN1 φ1
Adherend 1 Q1+dQ1
z1 τ σ τ         Adhesive 
M2
M2+dM2
N2
N2+dN2
Adherend 2 Q2
dx Q2+dQ2
Fig. 14. Geometrically-nonlinear analysis for adherends including half of the adhesive layer.
5930 Q. Luo, L. Tong / International Journal of Solids and Structures 45 (2008) 5914–5935shown to be slightly better than those predicted by using the Euler beam based solutions. However, as illustrated in Figs. 12
and 13 for the composite SLJs, the peel stress distributions predicted by the present Timoshenko beam based solutions cor-
relate well with those predicted by the NFEA, and correlations are much better than those between the Euler beam based
solution and the NFEA. This may be due to the proper modeling of the relatively low shear stiffness of CSLJs in the Timo-
shenko beam based formulations as indicated in Eqs. (15a) and (15b).
From Fig. 11, we can see that, the present formulation overestimates shear stress of the composite SLJ, particularly for the
C_90 SLJ. It may be due to the lower ply modulus Q22 ðE22Þ. The surface ply effects on shear stress and shear stress deﬁnition
may be further investigated later.
It is noted that shear stress ðsÞ direction shown in Fig. 1 is different from that of ðsxyÞ used in NFEA. When this issue is
analyzed, shear stress deﬁnition shown in Eq. (8) should be modiﬁed. That is, the spring model with shear and peel stiffness
for the adhesive ought to be modiﬁed, which can also be studied further and is not discussed in details here.
When the relatively thick adhesive layer is used to join thin sheets, force components in cross-sections of the adhesive
layer may not be neglected. In this case, an adhesively bonded joint model shown in Fig. 14 can be employed. In this model,
force components Ns and Q a also are constants. The present formulation can be directly extended to this case, and the re-
lated modiﬁcations are: D1; Ad1 and Gk1, which should be calculated using composite laminate theory and half of the adhe-
sive layer should be included. The continuity equations should also be modiﬁed by considering different positions of axes
x1 and x3. For adhesive stresses in the center line, linear or high order adhesive theory may also need to be employed.
4.3. Strength prediction using fracture mechanics approach
The SLJ strength may be predicted by material strength based criteria or the fracture mechanics based criteria (Adams,
1989; Kairouz and Matthews, 1993; Tong, 1996), depending on geometry and material property of the adhesive. The fracture
mechanics based is considered here, as the thin adhesive layer is considered and the plastic deformation is not involved in
the present formulation.200
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Q. Luo, L. Tong / International Journal of Solids and Structures 45 (2008) 5914–5935 5931Fernlund and Spelt (1991), and Papini et al. (1994) conducted an analytical and experimental study for strength of SLJs
using fracture mechanics approach. One of the SLJs used was 7075-T6 aluminum ðE1 ¼ 71:7GPa; m1 ¼ 0:33Þ adherends
bonded with Permabond ESP 310 ðEa ¼ 2:15 GPa; ma ¼ 0:34Þ adhesive and the geometrical sizes are:
ta ¼ 0:4 mm; t1 ¼ 12:7 mm; c ¼ 40 mm; l ¼ 141 mm. (The left and right outer lengths of the SLJ used in their experiments
are 142 and 140 mm, respectively.) It is noted that experimental results for this SLJ is for the ﬁllet intact, and Papini et al.
(1994) deduced that failure loads of SLJs with the ﬁllet intact and the ﬁllet ﬁled are almost the same in their experimental
tests.
In light of the fracture envelope for the 7075-T6/Cybond ESP310 adhesive system given by Papini et al. (1994), the ulti-
mate energy release rate is 2150 N/m (phase angle = 50.4). The failure load predicted by Papini et al. (1994) and the present
formulations of Eqs. (56a) and (57) is 1505 and 1401 kN/m, respectively; the average value of ﬁve testing specimens (Papini
et al., 1994) is 1395 kN/m.
Papini et al. (1994) investigated effects of adherend thickness on the failure load of SLJs. The pinned equal-adherend SLJs
with aluminum 7075-T6 adherends and Cybond 4523GB ðEa ¼ 8:0 GPa; ma ¼ 0:35Þ adhesive were used in their investiga-
tions. The geometrical sizes are: ta ¼ 0:4 mm; c ¼ 75 mm; l ¼ 100 mm. Using their fracture envelope for 7075-T6/Cybond
4523GB adhesive system, the failure loads can be calculated by Eqs. (56a), (56b) and (57) and the results are given in
Fig. 15. We can see that the failure load predicted by Papini et al. (1994) is slightly higher than that predicted by the present
formulation, which is consistent with the comparison for the 7075-T6/Cybond ESP310 adhesive system. It may be due to
their higher edge moment predictions as they treated the overlap as an entire beam.
It is noted that, in Fig. 15, when the adherend thickness is thin (<6.603 mm), D < 0 and thus Eq. (56a) is used; when it is
thick (>6.603 mm), D > 0 and thus (56b) is used. Papini et al. (1994) observed that the fracture strength increased as the
adherend thickness was increased, but there may be a range of thicknesses where increases of the adherend thickness
did not signiﬁcantly affect the fracture strength. Fig. 15 further conﬁrms their observation, and the present formulations
of Eqs. (56a) and (56b) give a good explanation.5. Conclusion
The present equilibrium equations are derived on the basis of geometrically-nonlinear analysis. The overlap deﬂections of
SLJs predicted by the geometrically NFEA, Euler beam and Timoshenko beam based closed-form solutions are in good agree-
ment. Therefore the equations used capture the fundamental nature of geometrical nonlinearity for the adhesively bonded
joints.
The present formulation based on the Timoshenko beam theory can be applied to isotropic and composite SLJs. It is shown
to be better than the Euler beam based formulation for composite SLJs, particularly for edge moment factor and peel stress.
The present simpliﬁed edge moment factor shown in Eq. (48) and maximum adhesive stresses shown in Eqs. (52) and (53)
are simple and accurate. The present novel peel stress formula gives excellent numerical results (Figs. 12 and 13) for com-
posite SLJs. The present formulas for the mode I and mode II energy release rates are simple and validated with selected re-
sults available in the literature.
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A.1. Formulation of analytical solutions of the overlap for the symmetrical case
In the analytical solutions for the symmetrical case, as shown in Eqs. (15a) and (15b), the integration constants have not
been determined. Substituting Eq. (15a) ðD < 0Þ into (26), we haveAs1 ¼ NsIAd1 ¼
NsII
Ad1
; ðA1Þ
½ðb2s1  b2s2  4b2gÞSSþ 2bs1bs2CCBs1 þ ½ðb2s1  b2s2  4b2gÞCC  2bs1bs2SSBs4 ¼ 
MsII þMsI
2D1
½bs1ðb2s1  3b2s2  4b2gÞCS bs2ðb2s2  3b2s1 þ 4b2gÞSCBs1
þ ½bs1ðb2s1  3b2s2  4b2gÞSC þ bs2ðb2s2  3b2s1 þ 4b2gÞCSÞBs4 ¼ 
V sII  V sI
2D1
;
ðA2aÞ
5932 Q. Luo, L. Tong / International Journal of Solids and Structures 45 (2008) 5914–5935½ðb2s1  b2s2  4b2gÞCSþ 2bs1bs2SCBs2 þ ½ðb2s1  b2s2  4b2gÞSC  2bs1bs2CSBs3 ¼ 
MsII MsI
2D1
½bs1ðb2s1  3b2s2  4b2gÞSS bs2ðb2s2  3b2s1 þ 4b2gÞCCBs2
þ ½bs1ðb2s1  3b2s2  4b2gÞCC þ bs2ðb2s2  3b2s1 þ 4b2gÞSSÞBs4 ¼ 
V sII þ V sI
2D1
;
ðA3aÞwhereSS ¼ sinhbs1c sin bs2c; CC ¼ coshbs1c cosbs2c;
SC ¼ sinhbs1c cos bs2c; CS ¼ coshbs1c sinbs2c:
ðA4ÞBy solving Eqs. (A2a) and (A3a), Eq. (28a) can be obtained.
For the boundary conditions shown in Eq. (26) and the analytical solution (15b) ðD > 0Þ; As1 is the same as that of Eq.
(A1), and Bsi ði ¼ 1;2;3;4Þ can be found:½ðb2s1  4b2gÞ cosh bs1cBs2 þ ½ðb2s2  4b2gÞ coshbs2cBs4 ¼ 
MsII þMsI
2D1
;
½bs1ðb2s1  4b2gÞ sinhbs1cBs2 þ ½bs2ðb2s2  4b2gÞ sinhbs2cBs4 ¼ 
V sII  V sI
2D1
;
ðA2bÞ
½ðb2s1  4b2gÞ sinh bs1cBs1 þ ½ðb2s2  4b2gÞ sinhbs2cBs3 ¼ 
MsII þMsI
2D1
;
½bs1ðb2s1  4b2gÞ coshbs1cBs1 þ ½bðs2b2s2  4b2gÞ coshbs2cBs3 ¼ 
V sII  V sI
2D1
:
ðA3bÞBy solving Eqs. (A2b) and (A3b), Eq. (28b) can be obtained.
A.2. Formulation of analytical solutions of the overlap for the anti-symmetrical case
Differential variables ua and wa in Eq. (11) can be separated, and the decoupled equations for ua and wa are the 5th and
6th order differential equations, respectively. Therefore, the integrations Aa5; Aa6 and Ba5 are equal to zero. By substituting
Eq. (17) into (26) and referring to Eq. (20), the following equations can be derived:ðKa10b2a1 coshba1cÞBa2 þ ðKa20b2a2 coshba2cÞBa4 ¼
NaII þ NaI
2Ad1
;
ðb2a1 coshba1cÞBa2 þ ðb2a2 coshba2cÞBa4 ¼ 
MaII þMaI
2D1
;
ðA5Þ
ðKa10b2a1 sinhba1cÞBa1 þ ðKa20b2a2 sinhba2cÞBa3 ¼
NaII  NaI
2Ad1
;
ðb2a1 sinhba1cÞBa1 þ ðb2a2 sinhba2cÞBa3 ¼ 
MaIl MaI
2D1
:
ðA6ÞBy solving Eqs. (A5) and (A6), the integration constants Bai ði ¼ 1;2;3;4Þ can be found and are given in Eq. (32).
It is noted that the integration constants Aa5; Aa6 and Ba5 have been determined. No other integration constants can be
further found from the two boundary conditions shown in the last formulas of Eq. (26). This could also be understood by
solving coupled variables Na and s, which is similar to the method used by Oplinger (1994). When Eq. (12) is expressed
using variables Na and s, the corresponding boundary conditions to the last formula of Eq. (26) will not be used.
Appendix B. Timoshenko beam based analytical solutions and their simpliﬁcations
In this appendix, we give the details of the formulations for the closed-form solutions and their simpliﬁcations for adhe-
sively bonded CSLJs by using Timoshenko beam to model the adherends.
B.1. Displacements of the outer adherend
By referring to Fig. 2(b) and Eq. (7), Q3 is constant and then /
0
3 ¼ w003; therefore, the displacements of the outer adherend
are (Luo and Tong, 2007)u3 ¼ FAd1 x3 þ uo1; w3 ¼ 
Mk
F sinhbkl
sinhbkx3 þ ax3; where; a ¼
t1 þ ta
2ðlþ cÞ ; bk ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
F
D1
s
: ðB1Þ
Q. Luo, L. Tong / International Journal of Solids and Structures 45 (2008) 5914–5935 5933In Eq. (B1), uo1 is the axial displacement at O1, which has not yet been determined. For the CSLJ with the symmetrical lay-ups
subjected to a tensile force F, we have the following.N3 ¼ F; Ns ¼ 12 F; Q3 ¼ aF; Q a ¼
1
2
aF: ðB2ÞB.2. Analytical solutions to adhesively bonded composite SLJs
As1 can be directly found from Eq. (B2), which is given in Table 1. By referring to Fig. 1, the force components at the over-
lap ends are (Goland and Reissner, 1944)N1I ¼ F; V1I ¼ Mkbk cothbkl; M1I ¼ Mk; N2I ¼ 0; V2I ¼ 0; M2I ¼ 0;
N1II ¼ 0; V1II ¼ 0; M1II ¼ 0; N2II ¼ F; V2II ¼ Mkbk cothbkl; M2II ¼ Mk:
ðB3ÞBy using Eqs. (1) and (B3), Eqs. (31) and (33) becomeMþs ¼
Mk
2D1
; Vs ¼ 
Mkbk cothbkl
2D1
; Ms ¼ 0; Vþs ¼ 0; ðB4Þ
Nþa ¼ 0; Na ¼
F
2Ad1
; Mþa ¼ 0; Ma ¼ 
Mk
2D1
: ðB5Þ
Substituting Eq. (B4) into (28a) and (28b), Bsi ði ¼ 1;2;3;4Þ can be obtained for the cases of ðD < 0Þ and ðD > 0Þ, respectively.
Substituting Eq. (B5) into Eq. (32), Bai ði ¼ 1;2;3;4Þ can be obtained and are given in Eq. (35). For the coordinate system of
Fig. 2 and balanced SLJs, O is the symmetrical point. When this point is selected as the reference point and by setting its dis-
placements be zero, we can obtain: Ba7 ¼ 0 and As2 ¼ 0.
B.3. Continuity conditions and the edge moment factor
Up to now, the unknowns are: the integration constants uo1 and Ba6 (or Aa7), and the edge moment Mk. These three un-
knowns can be determined by the continuity conditions at cross-sections I or II. At cross-section I, we haveu3ðlÞ ¼ usðcÞ  uaðcÞ; w3ðlÞ ¼ waðcÞ wsðcÞ; /3ðlÞ ¼ /aðcÞ  /sðcÞ: ðB6Þ
By referring to Eqs. (7), (34) and (35), the following continuity equations can be obtained by substituting Eqs. (28a) and (32)
into (B6) ðD < 0Þ:Fl
Ad1
þ uo1 ¼  Fc2Ad1  Ba1Ka1 coshba1c  Ba3Ka2 coshba2c 
t1
2
aF
2Gk1
 Ba6
 
;
Mk
F
 al ¼ Ba1 sinhba1c þ Ba3 sinhba2c þ Ba6c þ Bs1SSþ Bs4CC
Mkbk coth bkl
F
þ a ¼ Ba1ba1 coshba1c þ Ba3ba2 cosh ba2c þ Ba6 þ ðBs1bs2 þ Bs4bs1ÞSC þ ðBs1bs1  Bs4bs2ÞCS:
ðB7aÞBy substituting Eqs. (28b) and (32) into (B6), the following continuity equations can be obtained for the case of ðD > 0Þ:
Fl
Ad1
þ uo1 ¼  Fc2Ad1  Ba1Ka1 coshba1c  Ba3Ka2 coshba2c 
t1
2
aF
2Gk1
 Ba6
 
;
Mk
F
 al ¼ Ba1 sinhba1c þ Ba3 sinhba2c þ Ba6c þ Bs2 cosh bs1c þ Bs4 coshbs2c;
Mkbk coth bkl
F
þ a ¼ Ba1ba1 coshba1c þ Ba3ba2 cosh ba2c þ Ba6 þ Bs2bs1 sinhbs1c þ Bs4bs2 sinhbs2c:
ðB7bÞThe three unknowns uo1; Ba6 (or Aa7) and Mk can be solved from the three continuity conditions described in Eq. (B7a)
ðD < 0Þ or (B7b) ðD > 0Þ. The expression of uo1 has the same format for the cases of ðD < 0Þ and ðD > 0Þ, which is given in
Eq. (36). The integration constant Ba6 is presented in Eq. (37a) ðD < 0Þ and (37b) ðD > 0Þ. The edge moment is shown in
Eq. (38).
The edge moment factor given in Eq. (39) is quite complicated for practical design of CSLJs, and it needs to be simpliﬁed
for engineering use.
B.4. Simpliﬁcations
To simplify the edge moment factor, the following approximations are used:sinh bs1c  coshbs1c 
ebs1c
2
; sinhbs2c  coshbs2c 
ebs2c
2
; sinh ba1c  coshba1c 
eba1c
2
; ðB8Þ
ba1  aabs  ba2: ðB9Þ
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ðb2a1  b2a2Þ  aab2s ; ð4b2a1  b2sÞ  akb2s ; ð4b2a2  b2sÞ  b2s ;
Ka10  t12ak ; Ka10 þ
t1
2
 t1
2
1þ ak
ak
; Ka20   t12 ; Ka20 þ
t1
2
 0;
Ka10  Ka20  2t1aaak ;
Ka20
Ka10  Ka20  
ak
4aa
;
Ka10
Ka20  Ka10  
1
4aa
:
ðB10ÞBy utilizing Eqs. (B8) and (B10), coefﬁcients aaF and aaM can be simpliﬁed asaaF ¼ aabscf ðba2cÞ  18a2abscð1þ ta=t1Þ
; aaM ¼ aabscf ðba2cÞ þ ak8a2absc
: ðB11ÞIn the formulation for Eq. (B11), approximation ðba1c  1  ba1cÞ has also been used. For the short overlap, its error may be
large. Because it affects both the nominator and denominator, this error has a minor effect on the edge moment factor.
For the simpliﬁcation of coefﬁcient asM, the following approximation is used:bg  bng ; br  bnr: ðB12Þ
By using Eqs. (B8) and (B12), coefﬁcient asM can be determined and is given in Eqs. (50a) and (50b).
The coefﬁcient asM can be further simpliﬁed as given in Eqs. (51a) and (51b) by introducing the following approximations:ð2bs1Þb2rc  fb2r  ½2ðb2r þ 2b2gÞc  bs1ðbk coth bklÞg when ðD < 0Þ; ðB13aÞ
ðbs1 þ bs2Þb2rc  fb2r  ½2ðb2r þ 2b2gÞc  ðbs1 þ bs2Þðbk coth bklÞg when ðD > 0Þ: ðB13bÞUsing Eqs. (B8) and (B12), the maximum peel stress can be expressed asrmax ¼ 2EaMkD1ta
ðb2s2  3b2s1 þ 4b2gÞ  2bs1bk cothbkl
2½ðb2s1  b2s2  4b2gÞðb2s2  3b2s1 þ 4b2gÞ þ 2b2s1ðb2s1  3b2s2  4b2gÞ
; D < 0; ðB14aÞ
rmax ¼ 2EaMkD1ta
bs1bs2 þ ðbs1 þ bs2Þbk cothbkl
2ðb2s2  4b2gÞðb2s1  4b2gÞ
; D > 0: ðB14bÞThe simpliﬁed maximum peel stress can then be obtained and is given in Eqs. (52a) and (52b).
The simpliﬁcation for the maximum shear stress requires the following approximations to replace Eq. (B9):b2a1  aab2s 1þ
3r2k
2
 
; b2a2 
b2k
8aa
; where; rk ¼ bk2aabs
: ðB15ÞBy using Eq. (B15), the simpliﬁed maximum shear stress can be obtained and is given in Eq. (53).
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